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1) Eran Almagor (Jerusalem, Israel):  

Two Possible Ways of Jewish Response to the Seleukids 

Email: eranalmagor at gmail.com  

 

Abstract: 

This paper addresses two possible ways in which Jews responded to Seleukid rule and claims to 

authority, as seen in Jewish sources. One mode of response is that of acceptance and the other is 

defiance up to the level of open revolt. Whereas the latter one is visible in the Books of Maccabees 

and the Jewish tradition, the former may be gleaned from several passages in Jewish literature, i.e., 

Josephus, and the Book of Esther.  

While probably conveying a popular tradition that goes back to Persian times, and presumably 

echoing a vague memory of a brief and turbulent time of the Jews or of Judaea under Xerxes (cf. 

Ezra 4.6), Esther is late. It stands to reason that the book was composed during the Seleukid period 

(Fox 1991, 139–140) and reflects a Jewish exilic existence, rather than one centered in Judaea. Its 

message is one of approval of a foreign rule, of recognition that power and position could be gained 

only through the royal court, and its ultimate goal seems to be the enjoyment of religious autonomy 

of Jews in a separate physical presence among the gentiles (cf. Jos. BJ 7:43–45 on the Jews of 

Antioch). The only acts of violence mentioned in Esther are not against the sovereign, but rather 

sanctioned by it (Est 8.11–13, 9.1–16). The participation of Jews in these violent acts may evoke 

their part in the Seleukid army (2Macc 8.20, against the Galatians), perhaps as mercenaries (cf. 

Jos. AJ 12.147–153, if authentic). The loyalist impression of Esther is further attested in that no 

higher authority above the Great King is present, since God is not even mentioned in the story.  

The other reaction to Seleukid rule is the famous violent resistance of the Hasmonaean revolt. 

The demands of the rebels for political independence (alongside religious autonomy) can be seen 

in 2Macc (e.g., 2.17, 2.22, 9.14–15, 15.22), a condensed version of a five-book history written by 

Jason of Cyrene (2.23) and probably of a diasporan venue itself (Schwartz 2008, 45; 52); it is thus 

of a presentation comparable to contemporary claims for political autonomy. It is significant that 

this book ends with a victory over the Seleukid general Nikanor at the Battle of Adasa, before the 

ensuing setbacks in the Jewish struggle (1Macc 9).  

The two responses may seem to be reactions to two different claims voiced by the Seleukid 

ruler: one as overarching king, like the Persian monarch (Ma 1999, 272–276; Tuplin 2008, 119), 

and the other as a local king, identifiable with the Babylonian Nebuchadnezzar (cf. Borsippa 

Cylinder, Sachs and Hunger 1989, 187A rev.11; 1Macc 1.24b). The two Jewish responses were 

probably seen as competitive by the Jews themselves, and of note is the proximity of the festive 

‘Day of Nikanor’ on the 13th of Adar and ‘Purim’ (or ‘Day of Mordechai’: 2Macc 15.36) on the 

14th or 15th of Adar. Gradually (till the modern era), Purim grew in prominence at the expanse of 

the commemoration of the political aspects of the Hasmonean revolt.  
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Short CV:  

After serving as a Visiting Scholar at Oxford University (2006–2007), Dr. Almagor earned his 

PhD at Hebrew University (2007). Subsequently, Dr. Almagor was a Postdoctoral Fellow of the 

Max Weber Kolleg, Erfurt (2011), a recipient of the Minerva Stiftung, Max Planck Gesellschaft 

(2009–2011), and a British Academy Visiting Fellow (2009) before becoming a Lecturer at Ben 

Gurion University (2011–2014). He is currently an independent scholar. Dr. Almagor has 

published extensively on Hellenistic history and his contributions to Seleukid scholarship include: 

'Seleukid Love and Power: Stratonike I' in A. Coşkun & A. McAuley (eds.), Seleukid Royal 

Women. Creation, Representation and Distortion of Hellenistic Queenship in the Seleukid Empire, 

Stuttgart 2016, 67–86. Other notable publications include: (with J. Skinner) (eds.), Ancient 

Ethnography: New Approaches, London 2013, and ‘The political and the divine in Achaemenid 

royal inscriptions’ in T. Howe et al. (eds.), Ancient Historiography on War and Empire, Oxford 

2017, 26–54. 

 

 

2) Altay Coşkun (University Waterloo ON):  

Historical and Ideological Implications of Eras in the Orbit of the Seleukid Empire 

Email: acoskun at uwaterloo.ca  

 

Abstract: 

The counting of time according to the years of an individual monarch (‘regnal years’) can be traced 

back to the Bronze age. In contrast, Antiochos I was the first Hellenistic ruler to establish a count 

for his whole dynasty. This started with the foundational campaign of his father Seleukos I in 

312/311 BCE. With minor regional variation, it became the chronological point of reference 

throughout the kingdom for centuries to come or, in other words, the beginning of the ‘Seleukid 

Era’. Gradually, however, several minor kingdoms or cities in the former territory either replaced 

the Seleukid Era by introducing their own regnal year counts or dynastic or civic eras respectively, 

occasionally even side by side with the Seleukid Era. It is crucial for the interpretation of the 

ideological implications of using or rejecting Hellenistic eras to identify not only their start years, 

but also the time when those counts were effectively introduced, modified, abandoned, rejected, 

or even resumed; likewise, it may be relevant to specify the audience that was being addressed. 

Case studies that draw on the (1) Arsakids of Parthia, (2) Maccabees of Judaea and (3) Mithradatids 

of Pontos and the Bosporos will illustrate the complexity of the problem as well as the potential of 

shedding light on ideological choices made in the orbit of the Seleukid Empire. 
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(1) The beginning of the Arsakid era is the 1st Nisan 247 BCE. While this has often been seen 

as the date of the decisive or at least first major defection from the Seleukids, the late attestation 

(beginning with the coinage of Phraates IV, 37/32 BCE) recommends some caution. This is all the 

more in place since there is sufficient evidence for continued loyalty until the 160s despite some 

temporary upheavals. The start date rather seems to mark the appointment of Arsakes as the 

karanos (satrap) by Antiochos II, probably as a reward for helping defeat the usurper Andragoras.  

(2) The First Book of Maccabees is a conundrum: while the tone is largely hostile towards the 

Seleukids and proudly documents Judaean independence under Maccabaean (or Simonid) 

leadership, no other extant Greek text includes as many Seleukid era years (namely 25). Previous 

scholarship pointed either towards Seleukid or Babylonian chronicles as sources, or simply to the 

convenience of this rational time count. While this cannot be excluded, it deserves to be pointed 

out that the bulk of the text seems to have been written or edited before 129 BCE, when John 

Hyrkanos II finally gained independence for good. Accordingly, much of the text is still quite 

friendly to the Seleukids, in how they proudly heralded the royal letters that conceded privileges, 

and thus neither hesitated to draw on the Seleukid era. It is only the final revision that changed the 

tone and focused on the full independence of the high priest by denouncing the treacherous 

character of the Seleukid kings and praising the Romans as guarantors of their freedom (129/28 

BCE). One may add that the Maccabees / Hasmonaeans never introduced a dynastic era, but the 

earliest year count for a high priest is attested in the year 140 BCE (besides the Seleukid Era: 

1Macc 14.27) and in 128 BCE (without era date: Jos. Ant. Jud. 14.8.5 [148]). 

(3) The Pontic-Mithradatic era begins with 298/97 BCE, but is not attested before the time of 

Mithradates VI Eupator (120–63 BCE). While arguments from silence are always difficult, we can 

at least point to the alliance between Pharnakes I and Chersonesos (IOSPE 402) of ca. 179 BCE: 

this seems to prove that Pharnakes no longer used the Seleukid era on the one hand, but that he 

had not yet established his own dynastic era on the other (Avram 2016 argues for the era of 

Sinope). The dynastic era was continued in the Bosporan Kingdom by the offspring of Eupator. 

The usurpator Asandros (48/47–18 BCE), however, rejected it and dated his coins with regnal 

years. His wife Dynamis, the granddaughter of Eupator, re-introduced the Mithradatic era when 

she was appointed co-ruling queen in 21/20 BCE, so that for a short time the two alternative year 

counts are attested side by side. 
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Short CV: 

Dr. Altay Coşkun initiated international collaboration on the Seleukid Empire in 2009 in Exeter, 

UK, and (co-) hosted several Seleukid conference panels since 2010 as well as Seleukid Study 

Days 1–5 (2011–2015), in Canada and various European countries. His most relevant publication 

is the co-edited volume (with A. McAuley): Seleukid Royal Women. Creation, Representation and 

Distortion of Hellenistic Queenship in the Seleukid Empire (Historia Einzelschrift 240), Stuttgart 

2016; the proceedings of the previous Seleukid Study Day, ‘Rome and the Seleukid East’ will soon 

be published in Collection Latomus, Brussels (co-ed. with David Engels). His full CV 

(altaycoskun.com) lists over 220 scholarly publications and over 30 conferences, workshops or 

panels which he has (co-) organized since 2003.  

 

 

3) Adrian G. Dumitru (Metropolitan Library Bucharest & University of Bucharest, 

Romania):  

Civic Deities, Civic Coinage, Civic Eras – Was there an Urban Resistance to Seleukid Rule in 

Syria and Phoenicia in the 2nd and 1st Centuries BCE? 

Email: seleukosnikator at yahoo.com 

 

Abstract: 

In the later 3rd century BCE, Seleukid coins were issued solely in the name of the king, they 

represented a kingdom worshipping Greek gods, most frequently among them on the reverses were 

Apollo and Zeus, not least because these deities also played a central role in the dynastic ideology. 

These testimonies may have delivered a deceiving image of a centralized kingdom, if one takes 

into account the ‘War of Brothers’ or the occasional secession of important satrapies such as 

Parthia and Baktria. However, in the middle of the 2nd century BCE, some mints of the kingdom 

started issuing the so-called ‘quasi-municipal coinage’, and thus the images of local deities began 

to appear in greater numbers on coin reverses (e.g., Sandan at Tarsos). At the end of the 2nd century, 

some cities were already autonomous, omitting the image of the king on their obverses altogether, 

while others were boasting the status of ‘sacred and inviolable’ which had been bestowed upon 

the temple of their local Gods; another visible variation may have been the use of their own era 

instead of the Seleukid. 

Modern scholars have tended to see a gradual struggle for independence reflected in this 

process. The drive towards autonomy was accelerated as the royal power was lessened by the 

internecine and endemic struggles that started after the death of Antiochos IV. This was certainly 

the case for some major cities, like Tyre or Sidon, and possibly also for Seleukeia-in-Pieria. 
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However, there are cases where the local era coexists with the Seleukid era on royal coinage issued 

by the local mint that also issued municipal coinage. There are other cases in which the sole 

existence of a municipal coinage does not fully ascertain the fact that the city which issued it was 

entirely beyond royal control. 

The aim of this paper is to investigate those more ambiguous instances and to determine 

whether there was a general attitude of resistance and emancipation from royal control or whether 

this desire applied only to some cities; others might in fact have preferred the privilege of minting 

local coinage depicting their own Gods, while at the same time enjoying the benefits of being more 

or less under royal military protection. 
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Short CV: 

Dr. Adrian George Dumitru is a PhD holder of the University of Paris IV Sorbonne and the 

University of Bucharest, with a thesis defended in 2012 about the last decades of the Seleukid 

dynasty. He has won several scholarships and awards, e.g. from the Getty Foundation (2007), the 

Gerda Henkel Stiftung Scholarship, Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Kommission für Alte 

Geschichte und Epigraphik, Munich (2011) and a Fulbright senior fellowship (2014). He has also 

published several papers dealing with the Seleukid dynasty, Hellenistic Byzantium and Thrace. He 

has worked as a research assistant for the Metropolitan Library of Bucharest and teaches the Later 

Roman Empire to the students of the University of Bucharest as an associate lecturer. 

 

 

4) Gunnar Dumke (University of Halle-Wittenberg, Germany):  

The Hellenistic Kings of Baktria and India as Successors to the Seleukids 

Email: gunnar.dumke at altertum.uni-halle.de  

 

Abstract: 

The Baktrian kingdom, a former satrapy of the Seleukid Kingdom, achieved autonomy sometime 

in the third quarter of the third century BCE. The exact date is highly debated, with some scholars 

advocating a high (~250 BCE) and others a low (~239 BCE) chronology (cf. Holt 1999: 60–66); 

most recently, Wenghofer (ca. 2017) has even claimed that Baktria remained loyal to the Seleukids 

down to the time of Eukratides I in the early-2nd century BCE. The written evidence is too patchy 

to be conclusive. It needs to be complemented by the enormous number of coins minted under the 

different kings ruling in the Hellenistic Far East. Owing to the fact that coins are official documents 

and are, as such, sanctioned by the government, it is possible to extract parts of the king’s official 

self-representation from them.  

In my paper I aim to pursue a twofold strategy. On the one hand, I will analyze whether these 

images are modified when the political circumstances of the issuing king change. Normally 
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alterations in the iconography of royal coin issues are explained by changing political 

circumstances. I intend to analyze it the other way around: is the coin iconography indeed modified 

in times that underwent change according to the non-numismatic evidence? And if it does, in which 

ways? On the other hand, I will ask if the depiction of loyal and rebel kings respectively differed. 

Are there ways of communicating political agendas through aspects of the portrait and other 

elements, such as deities, arrangement of legends, epithets etc.? And is conformity with Seleukid 

models to be regarded as a sign of loyalty or merely evidence for a shared cultural and political 

heritage? 

The analysis will start with two Baktrian kings. Of particular interest will be Diodotos II, in the 

first place, who changed the politics of his father and coalesced with the neighboring Parthian 

Kingdom (Justin 41.4.1–20; Wenghofer ca. 2017), and, in the second, Euthydemos I with his long-

standing fight against Antiochos III during the latter’s anabasis (Polybios 10.49 and 11.34; 

Plischke 2014). In both cases, we will be able to confront coin imagery with a sufficiently detailed 

literary tradition. The results of this investigation will be compared with the self-representation of 

more certain usurper kings such as Achaios and Molon, whose insurrection and accompanying 

self-representations are securely dated (cf. Fleischer 1991; Houghton & Lorber 2002). In this way, 

it should be possible to identify specific aspects of a usurper iconography (if only such a thing 

really exists), or at least to describe a range of options a disloyal king had at his disposal to herald 

his political agenda.  

It is to be hoped that, against this background, the official Seleukid imagery and designs as well 

as their reception by loyal neighboring kings will also be better understood.  
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Short CV: 

Gunnar Dumke is research assistant at the Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology and 

associate lecturer at the Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg. He is currently working on 

his Ph.D. Alexander’s heirs in India. Graeco-Macedonian Rule in Pakistan and North-Western 

India after Menander I Soter. His publications include: ‘Diadem = Königsherrschaft? Der Fall des 

Diodotos I. von Baktrien’, in A. Lichtenberg et al. (eds.), Das Diadem der hellenistischen 

Herrscher. Übernahme, Transformation oder Neuschöpfung eines Herrschaftszeichens?, Bonn 

2013, 385–393; ‘Nicht nur im Auge des Betrachters – Zu visuellen und haptischen Unterschieden 

baktrischer Münzen als Ausdruck unterschiedlicher Kommunikationsstrategien,’, in A. 

Lichtenberg et al. (eds.), BildWert – Nominalspezifische Kommunikationsstrukturen in der 

Münzprägung hellenistischer Herrscher, Bonn 2014, 79–106; ‘“Weil sie sich nach griechischer 

Erziehung und Lebensweise zurücksehnten…” Probleme und Auswirkungen der Ansiedlung 
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griechischer Soldaten im hellenistischen Baktrien’, in Ch. Rass (ed.), Krieg, Militär und Mobilität, 

Paderborn 2015, 31–40. 

 

 

5) Babett Edelmann-Singer (University of Regensburg, Germany):  

Objects and Seleukid Rule: Antiochos IV and the Procession at Daphne in 166 BCE  

Email: Babett.Edelmann-Singer at geschichte.uni-regensburg.de  

 

Abstract:  

The main purpose of this paper is to reconsider the procession at Daphne near Antioch (Pol. 

30.25.1–14 / 31.3 = Athen. 5.194c–195a) in light of material culture studies. This approach allows 

us to better understand the singular ritual of 166 BCE as a materialization of a distinct Seleukid 

claim to power and of forms of acceptance of this suzerainty within different local cultures. 

While the procession at Daphne has been studied from multiple perspectives over the last 

decades, the scholarly discussion was largely dominated by Polybios' perception of the event which 

can be summarized as follows: Antiochos, the eccentric, wanted to surpass the pompa that the 

Roman General Aemilius Paullus had organized in Macedonia in 167 BCE on the occasion of his 

triumph over Perseus. According to this interpretation, the background of the festival in 166 BCE 

has traditionally been deemed an ideological confrontation between Rome and the Seleukid Empire 

against the backdrop of Rome's rise to power in the eastern Mediterranean.  

I would like to offer an alternative interpretation by studying the objects displayed in the pompa 

as described by Polybios or attested by Athenaios respectively. The presentation of religious 

objects in correlation with the presentation of people should be read as a communication process 

between the political center and the different parts of the Seleukid realm. Although the pompa 

cannot be understood without reference to Rome, its main focus was on the self-construction of 

Seleukid rule and the ruler's self-image. Beyond that, the objects described by Polybios can be seen 

as a reaction by those subjected to Seleukid rule. 

This will be argued by scrutinizing the images of gods and of chariots drawn by elephants in 

the procession. The fact that more than 300 images (eídola) of gods and goddesses from all parts 

of the Seleukid realm were exhibited in the Daphne procession and that these images were literally 

participants of the pompa distinguishes this event from all the other known pompai of the 

Hellenistic world. The gods themselves seem to have been invited by Apollo and arranged in 

hierarchical order within the procession. One is reminded of processions known from Egypt and 

Mesopotamia. However, the relationship between ruler and gods within Egyptian or 

Mesopotamian cultures was completely different from Hellenistic conceptions of political 

legitimacy. How can we cope with this contradiction? To me it seems that Antiochos IV wanted 

to transmit an intra-Seleukid message rather than challenge Rome. His message was clearly 

understood and repeated by many Greek poleis and several other local authorities within their own 

cultural or religious frameworks. 

My material approach is supported by another detail of the procession, the elephant-drawn 

chariots, which scholars tend to see as part of the military parade and as a sign of military strength, 

even in violation of the Treaty of Apameia (188 BCE). Based on Seleukid coinage, I shall suggest 

a ritual function for the chariots, which might well have been carrying statues of Alexander the 

Great and Antiochos IV (Epiphanes).  
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Short CV: 

Dr. Babett Edelmann-Singer became lecturer in Ancient History at the University of Regensburg 

in 2005 (senior lecturer in 2013); she has concurrently held deputy professorships at the 

Universities of Nuremberg-Erlangen (2015/16), Osnabrück (2016) and Regensburg (2017). She 

passed her First Public Examination (BA plus MA eq.) in History and German Philology in 1999 

and gained her PhD in (Ancient) History and German Philology (2005) as well as her Habilitation 

(postdoctoral degree) in Ancient History (2013) all at the University of Regensburg, Germany. 

Besides various research articles, she has authored three monographs: Religiöse 

Herrschaftslegitimation in der Antike. Die religiöse Legitimation orientalisch-ägyptischer und 

griechisch-hellenistischer Herrscher im Vergleich, St. Katharinen 2007; Koina und Concilia. 

Genese, Organisation und sozioökonomische Funktion der Provinziallandtage im römischen 

Reich, Stuttgart 2015; Das Römische Reich von Tiberius bis Nero (14–68 n.Chr.), Darmstadt 

forthcoming 2017.  

 

 

6) Mitch Elvidge (University of Waterloo ON):  

Seleukos IV and Royal Inertia 

Email: mitchjelvidge at gmail.com  

 

Abstract: 

Seleukos IV appears as a pale figure on the Seleukid throne: he was sandwiched between two of 

the most energetic kings: his father Antiochos III Megas (223–187 BCE), who successfully 

campaigned against usurpers and reintegrated the Eastern Satrapies into the Empire, but lost Asia 

Minor to Rome, and his brother Antiochos IV Epiphanes (175–164 BCE), who conquered Egypt 

twice, but finally yielded to Roman intervention. During his sole reign, Seleukos was, for the most 

part, occupied with consolidating his inherited kingdom in the face of the losses his father had 

caused, and which continued to be felt not least due to the conditions of the peace imposed by the 

Romans at Apameia in 188 BCE. Although Seleukos seems to have laid the groundwork for the 

recovery of his realm, neither ancient nor modern authorities are willing to give him much credit 

for his political achievements. Instead, a recurring theme of his representation in our literary 

sources is inertia. The present paper seeks to explore how much of this derogatory characterization 

is due to hostile (Ptolemaic, Judaean or Attalid) perspectives, and how much may be attributed to 
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the discourses within the Seleukid territories and even the court itself, where military clout had 

been foundational for every single one of his predecessors. 

The paucity of sources which directly address Seleukos IV makes it difficult to discern many 

aspects of his reign. However, this lack of evidence may speak directly to the reception of Seleukos 

in both his near absence in the remains of major historical accounts, such as those by Livy or 

Polybius, and his negative representation in others, such as by Appian and Jerome. The question 

of how Seleukos came to be only a footnote in Seleukid royal history comes down largely to his 

perceived, or perhaps construed, inertia during his 12-year reign. This paper will examine the 

potential influence on this tradition by those with whom the Seleukids of this time had some form 

of conflict. The analysis will thus have to consider the political implications of Seleukos’ march 

to the Taurus Mountains in 181/0 BCE, of Eumenes’ support for Antiochos IV, and of the Romans’ 

attitude towards the eastern Mediterranean after the Treaty of Apameia. It will also consider the 

often-noted absence of military activity during Seleukos’ reign, breaking the Hellenistic and 

Seleukid ideology of military victory – another factor for which Seleukos is often skewered (App. 

Syr. 66 and Jerome In Dan. 11.20).  
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Short CV: 

Mitch Elvidge gained his BA Hons. in Classical Studies at the University of Waterloo in 2015 and 

recently his MA at the University of Waterloo with his thesis on Seleukos IV. He has been accepted 

into a PhD program in Classical Studies at McMaster University for September 2017, where he 

will explore the negative representation of the later Seleukid kings. Throughout his undergraduate 

and graduate career, Mitch was very active in the Classics Society and volunteered in many 

capacities at UWaterloo. 

 

 

7) David Engels (UL Brussels, Belgium):  

Hellénisation vs. Égyptianisation, Assyrianisation et Iranisation. Quelques remarques sur la 

place des Séleucides dans la continuité culturelle du Proche Orient ancien 
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(Hellenisation vs. Egyptianisation, Assyrianisation and Iranisation. Some Remarks on the Place 

of the Seleukids within the Cultural Continuity of the Ancient Near East) 

Email: dengels at ulb.ac.be  

 

Abstract (French): 

Le terme d’“hellénisation” a été, pendant des décennies, une notion centrale dans la tentative de 

comprendre l’impact de la conquête gréco-macédonienne de la majeure partie de l’ancien Empire 

Achéménide. Parfois surestimé dans le sens d’une colonisation par de véritables migrations de 

masse afin d’imposer la culture grecque sur les autochtones « barbares », parfois réduit à une 

simple tentative d’assurer le contrôle des nouveaux territoires par un nombre limité de garnisons 

et de centres économiques au caractère essentiellement multiculturel, le mot « hellénisation » reste 

toujours une notion fondamentale dans la recherche actuelle sur le Proche- et Moyen-Orient dans 

la période post-alexandrine en général et sur la nature de l’Empire Séleucide en particulier. La 

discussion ayant atteint une impasse vu la nature limitée et fragmentaire de nos sources, il semble 

hautement souhaitable de développer une nouvelle approche de ce problème en déconnectant 

résolument le problème de l’hellénisation de ses nombreuses et encombrantes associations avec la 

nature et l’importance de l’ « hellénicité » par un changement de perspective radical par 

l’utilisation de la méthode du comparatisme historique. Ainsi, au lieu de placer l’hellénisation de 

l’Orient en continuité (ou en discontinuité) avec les phases préalables de l’expansion culturelle et 

ethnique des Grecs à travers la Méditerranée, nous proposons plutôt une comparaison critique entre 

l’hellénisme séleucide d’un côté et les tentatives des autres grands empires proche-orientaux 

d’assurer leur domination sur des territoires souvent bien lointains par l’implantation de l’ethnos 

hégémoniques à l’extérieur de son territoire d’origine et/ou par la promotion de son ascendant 

culturel sur les peoples dominés. Dès lors, nous allons examiner la politique du Nouvel Empire 

Égyptien en Nubie et en Palestine, du Royaume Néo-Assyrien à sa périphérie occidentale et de 

l’Empire Sasanide en Arabie, Éthiopie et Asie Centrale afin de placer la colonisation séleucide du 

nouvel espace impérial dans un contexte historique et morphologique plus large. 

 

Abstract (English): 

“Hellenisation” has been, for decades now, a central term in the endeavor to understand the impact 

of the Greco-Macedonian conquest of most parts of the former Achaimenid Empire. Sometimes 

overrated as a real colonial mass-movement keen on imposing Greek culture on “Barbarian” 

natives, sometimes down-played as a mere attempt at securing the newly-won territories through 

a limited number of garrisons and economic centers of essentially multicultural nature, 

“Hellenisation” still remains a fundamental notion of contemporary research in the post-

Alexandrian Near East in general and of the Seleukid Empire in particular. As the discussion has 

reached a certain dead-end due to the material limits of our sources, it seems high time to find a 

new approach by consciously disconnecting “Hellenisation” from its portentous and cumbersome 

associations with the nature and importance of “Hellenicity” by rather opening it up to wholly new 

fields of comparison. Thus, instead of placing the “Hellenisation” of the East in continuity (or not) 

with previous phases of Greek cultural as well as ethnic expansion throughout the Mediterranean, 

we will rather try to propose a critical comparison between “Hellenisation” on the one hand and 

the endeavors of other Near Eastern Empires at assuring their dominance over their often far-

reaching territories by furthering the presence of the hegemonic ethnos outside of their homeland 

and/or by promoting their cultural impact on the dominated people. We will thus consider the 

policy of the Egyptian New Kingdom in Nubia and Palestine, of the Neo-Assyrian Kingdom at the 
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Western peripheries of their and of the Sasanian presence in Arabia, Ethiopia and Central Asia in 

order to place the Seleukid colonisation of their spear-won eastern Empire into a larger historical 

and morphological context. 
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Short CV: 

Dr. David Engels studied History, Philosophy and Political Economy (MA 2002) and Ancient 

History (PhD 2005) at the University of Aachen, Germany. In 2008, he was appointed assistant 

professor of Roman History at the Université libre de Bruxelles (tenured in 2012). From 2012 to 

2017, he was editor-in-chief of “Latomus. Revue et Collection d’Études Latines”. His monographs 

include: Das römische Vorzeichenwesen, Stuttgart, 2007; Le déclin. La crise de l’Union 

européenne et la chute de la République romaine, Paris, 2013; Studies on the Seleukid Empire 

between East and West, Leuven, Leuven 2017. He has (co-)edited 6 conference volumes and 

published nearly a hundred papers on global history, including: ‘Middle Eastern “Feudalism” and 

Seleucid Dissolution’, in K. Erickson & G. Ramsay (eds.), Seleucid Dissolution, Wiesbaden 2011, 

19–36; ‘A New Frataraka Chronology’, Latomus 72, 2013, 28–82. He is among the most prolific 

ancient historians, whose work has solicited hundreds of reviews and interviews. 

 

 

8) Kyle Erickson (UWTSD Lampeter, Wales):  

Tokens of Authority: Coinage as Ideology in the Seleukid Empire 

Email: k.erickson at uwtsd.ac.uk  

 

Abstract: 

This paper will argue that the coinage produced in the name of the Seleukid kings functioned as a 

media tool to propagate political messages that resonated with regional and local elites. As 

explored by Strootman (2014), regional and local elites had an important role in the imperial court, 

but responses to their concerns are difficult to discern in the historical record (beyond local events). 

I have argued elsewhere that the Seleukid kings developed a royal image that both created a 

uniform appearance of ‘Greekness’ while also having local resonances. What has not always been 

agreed on is the extent to which ancient coinage played an ideological role in the development of 
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the dynasty’s image. Nor has a concerted effort been made to consider how local minting 

authorities responded to the imperial court’s ideological agenda.  

This paper will argue that, while we cannot provide evidence for the individual workings of 

mints nor the mechanisms in which the court implemented its ideology on them, we can map 

adherence to or variation from a single theme. This allows us to extrapolate how central imagery 

could have been understood at a local level. Furthermore, the establishment of a ‘Seleukid image’ 

provided an iconographic unifier for the empire. Accordingly, various groups that have been 

considered defiant or outright insurgent could express their relationship to the Seleukids through 

the adoption, rejection, or manipulation of this image. Too often regional identities are studied in 

isolation (Iossif 2004, Erickson 2011, Wright 2009, Erickson and Wright 2011), or the resistance 

of individual states to the Seleukids is studied in their own contexts (Engels 2013, Chrubasik 2016, 

Wenghofer forthcoming, Strootman forthcoming). Each of these studies (and several others) 

makes an assumption about the expression of a unified Seleukid ideology applicable to local and 

imperial ambitions that has not yet been fully argued.  

This paper aims to develop an explanation of how the underlying Seleukid iconographic 

expression reflected an imperial image that needed to be taken into account when resisting 

Seleukid authority. I will argue that the Seleukid empire was held together largely through the 

efforts of a Weberian charismatic king (and court) that had to constantly assert the image of 

Seleukid power. As such, the image of Seleukid authority was not an appeal to a new Macedonian 

homeland, but an appeal to ‘Seleukidness’ which could vary from region to region, so long as 

loyalty to the court was maintained. I argue that the maintenance of Seleukid power was derived 

from the successful creation of a Seleukid identity which was neither territorially delimited nor 

culturally exclusive, but was rather tied into conceptions of the Seleukid king’s right to rule. This 

authority ultimately derived from Seleukos’ conquests, but was supplemented by the 

(iconographic) reiteration of divine support for the monarch. This paper will focus on exploring 

the Seleukid court’s recognition of the need to develop an ideology and to disseminate it broadly 

across the empire. 
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Short CV: 

After taking his BA in History, Greek and Latin (2005) at UCLA and his MA in Hellenistic History 

and Culture (2007) at Exeter, Dr. Kyle Erickson received his PhD in Classics and Ancient History 

(2010) at the University of Exeter. He became Head of the School of Classics at the University of 

Wales, Trinity St. David, Lampeter in 2013 and Assistant Dean of the Faculty of Humanities and 

Performing Arts in 2015. His PhD thesis examined the iconography of early Seleukid coinage, 

which is the basis for a monograph in preparation. Erickson is the (co-) editor of three Hellenistic 

conference volumes (The Sinking of the Anchor, Wiesbaden 2011, with G. Ramsey; The Alexander 

Romance in Persia and the East, Barkhuis Publishing 2012, with I. Netton & R. Stoneman; War 

within the Family – the First Century of Seleucid Rule. Proceedings of Seleucid Study Day III, 

Swansea: Classical Press of Wales, ca. 2017).  

 

 

9) Chris Fleming (UWTSD Lampeter, Wales):  

Freedom, Rebellion and Loyalty: Smyrna and the End of Seleukid Asia 

Email: Christopher.fleming at uwtsd.ac.uk 

 

Abstract: 

Seleukid influence over the cities in western Asia Minor fluctuated under pressure from both 

internal and external threats throughout the latter half of the 3rd century BCE. These pressures 

ranged from attacks by competing Hellenistic dynasts to rebellions led by Seleukid generals, and 

even members of the royal family, such as Antiochos Hierax. The entry of Rome further 

complicated this theatre. This investigation considers the framework of Seleukid hegemony and 

the position of an individual polis in light of these changes. In an attempt to bridge these two topics, 

several studies have explored the position of the polis in the Seleukid space (see esp. Ma 1999). 

However, one aspect that has not been fully explored is the concept of resistance to and rebellion 

from Seleukid authority by individual poleis.  

This paper will present a case study on Smyrna. As a polis on the west coast of Asia Minor it 

was on the periphery of the Seleukid Empire, yet it played an important role in the region, both 

politically and economically. The construction of a complete narrative of Smyrna is, however, 

inhibited through the sparseness of the epigraphical record and the fact that the literary accounts 

focus primarily on Roman expansion.  

Central to narratives of Romano-Seleukid conflict was Flamininus’ decree granting eleutheria 

to the cities of Asia Minor which remained under Seleukid control. For this reason, understanding 

how individual cities understood this decree helps us assess the structures of Seleukid hegemony. 

As explored by Dmitriev (2011), this term had come to define the basis of good relations between 

a polis and a hegemonic power which had officially granted it. In this context, Smyrna, along with 

Lampsakos and (possibly) Alexandria Troas, utilised the rise in Romano-Seleukid tensions and 

the proclamations of freedom to declare themselves free from Seleukid authority. This act 
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undermined the intricate network of relationships the Seleukids had created in Asia Minor. As 

such, Smyrna stands as a useful regional case study to examine these broader issues, as not only 

can we explore the interplay between a polis and other actors under the umbrella of ‘freedom’ in 

the 190s BCE, but we can also trace this concept back to the mid-3rd century BCE and the origins 

of Seleukid hegemony. 

In studying this conflict, scholars have tended to focus on the development of eleutheria as a 

tool of hegemonic powers, while downplaying the individualisation of the reactions of individual 

poleis (e.g., Dmitriev 2011, esp. 196–197). This paper will argue against this trend by asking 

questions such as: if Smyrna was indeed independent, why was it necessary to state this publicly? 

How did self-declared ‘freedom’ differ from the ‘freedom’ previously offered by the Seleukids?  

To answer these questions, this paper will first offer a brief discussion of eleutheria as a working 

model in Asia Minor. Here the analysis will consider not only Ma (1999), but more recent 

contributions which discuss ‘freedom’ as a diplomatic tool from Dmitriev (2011) and Bugh (2014), 

exploring how Smyrna stands as an anomaly with regard to typical polis behaviour. In an attempt 

to understand how Smyrna fits within these networks, my study will continue the discussion begun 

by Eckstein (2006 and 2008) and Burton (2011), who have applied Neorealist and Constructivist 

models respectively to the Graeco-Roman world. By focusing on the semantics of the relationship 

between Smyrna and the Seleukids, I will further develop Burton’s Constructivist approach. 

However, this approach is not without its drawbacks as will become apparent in some practical 

applications of this branch of political science. One such issue is the Cold War mentality that has 

influenced Burton’s theoretical framework, which causes problems when one attempts to use it on 

a regional level (Burton 2011, 9–15). I shall address this issue by introducing new theories while 

retaining Smyrna as a case study in order to find a more holistic paradigm in which to understand 

these specific interstate relations.  
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Short CV: 

Chris Fleming gained his BA in Ancient History and Latin at the University of Wales, Trinity St. 

David, Lampeter in 2013 and his MLitt in Classics at the University of Glasgow in 2014. He is 

currently a PhD student at Lampeter investigating the ideology of the free polis in the Seleukid 

Kingdom. He is the recipient of various scholarships and awards, including an Erasmus scholarship 
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that allowed him to study a semester at the University of Bologna, Italy, in 2012/13. He is also a 

founding member of the Postgraduate Research Group at Lampeter. 

 

 

10) Sylvie Honigman (University of Tel Aviv, Israel):  

Responses to Seleukid Claims to Hegemony: Cross-Perspectives from Judaea 

Email: honigman at post.tau.ac.il; sylvie.honigman1 at gmail.com 

 

Abstract: 

Judaea offers a good case study for the investigation of responses to Seleukid claims to hegemony. 

Firstly, the Seleukid dynasty did not take over directly from Persian rule, but after a century of 

Ptolemaic domination (301–198 BCE); and secondly, the evidence allows us to discern divergent 

responses from different elite groups, a trend that may be traced throughout the two periods. My 

approach will be diachronic. I will contend that responses were first and foremost determined by 

the perception of whether or not royal policy was attuned to the group’s or individual’s interest in 

a context of competition between various elite groups. Moreover, critical voices from within local 

elites prioritized attacks against local rivals over denunciation of the imperial king.  

1) The documentary and literary evidence shows that the Ptolemies installed an 

unprecedentedly dense administrative network in the region, entailing the emergence of new elites. 

Josephus’ Romance of Joseph the Tobiad (Ant. Jud. 12.154–236) depicts the career of Joseph: he 

took over the farming of the provincial taxes, thereby depriving the high priest of Jerusalem of this 

function, which he, in turn, had acquired during the turmoiled days of the Diadochi. The narrative 

refers to the Alexandrian court in very favourable terms, while depicting the high priest negatively. 

The prophetic book of Zechariah 11–14, especially as analysed by Hervé Gonzalez, offers a 

contrast foil, for this displays the temple elites’ negative response to the royal administration, its 

local agents and possibly also the introduction of bronze coinage. These conflicting reactions show 

how domestic tensions were entangled with relations to empire. In subsequent times, the memory 

of the Ptolemies was altogether erased from priestly literature. 

2) Antiochos III’s decree for Jerusalem (Jos. Ant. Jud. 12.138–144) restored prestige and (some) 

power to the temple elites. In 175 BCE, the creation of a polis in Jerusalem by a certain Jason, who 

usurped the high priesthood, entailed new tensions. The new politai dubbed themselves as 

Hellenes—a qualification which may be read as an endorsement of the royal ideology, and which 

was subsequently turned against them by their opponents (2Macc 4). Moreover, the creation of the 

polis entailed a redistribution of the fiscal burden. Strikingly, to strengthen his denunciation of the 

social and economic bearings of Jason’s creation of the polis, the author of 2Macc charges him 

with cancelling the fiscal exemptions that had been granted by Antiochos III (2Macc 4.6–15). 

Thus, whereas the politai stated their loyalty to the ruling king (Antiochos IV), the attack of the 

new settlement in 2Macc did not only draw on arguments referring to the Judaean cultural and 

political tradition, but also on the memory of another Seleukid king (Antiochos III).  

3) With the rise of the Hasmonaeans, not only Antiochos IV, but also Jason and his successor 

Menelaos were transformed into utmost villains by the court historians who composed 1 and 

2Macc respectively. At the same time, Antiochos III’s decree served as a model for fabricating 

‘Persian’ decrees in favour of the Jerusalem temple in the Book of Ezra and in Septuagint’s 

1Esdras. In this way, the benefactions were eventually dissociated from its original benefactor. A 

clear-cut contrast was thus created: whereas the ruling Seleukid dynasty was vilified, the memory 

of the Persian dynasty under which the Jerusalem temple was rebuilt was enhanced.  

https://connect.uwaterloo.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=rkLQS2WoG3oxaSsX2jIi9zuMM4jqJhLITu1pxudirBy37iuK4D7UCA..&URL=mailto%3asylvie.honigman1%40gmail.com
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Short CV: 

Dr. Sylvie Honigman is Professor of Ancient History at Tel Aviv University, Israel. She gained 

her PhD in Ancient History at the University of Paris-I-Sorbonne in 1995. Her research is dedicated 

to the history and literary production in Hellenistic Judaea in a comparative perspective, and to the 

history and literary production of Jews in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt. Her monographs (The 

Septuagint and Homeric Scholarship in Alexandria: Study in the Narrative of the ‘Letter of 

Aristeas’, London 2003, and Tales of High Priests and Taxes: The Books of the Maccabees and 

the Judean Rebellion against Antiochus IV, Berkeley CA 2014) are landmarks in the field. She is 

also the author of several articles, including ‘La politique d’Antiochos IV à Jérusalem à la lumière 

des relations entre rois et temples aux époques perse et hellénistique (Babylonie, Judée et Égypte)’, 

Ch. Feyel & Graslin-Thomé 2014.  

 

 

11) Paul Kosmin (Harvard University, Cambridge MA):  

Weighing Time: From the Seleukid Empire to the End of the World 
Email: pjkosmin at fas.harvard.edu 

 

Abstract: 

This paper will explore the relationship between the temporal structures projected by the Seleukid 

empire and the indigenous temporalities that responded to, resisted, and ultimately undermined 

these. After a theoretical reflection on the historical examination of temporality, I will focus on 

one case study – the use of the Seleukid Era on the standardized mechanisms of market trade – to 

explore the sociopolitical effects of this imperial chronography’s regular duration and temporal 

irreversibility. It will be argued that the Era’s use as a ‘faceless commitment’, to borrow Gidden’s 

phrase, made it a site of reliability, credence, and political predictability.  

We will see, in turn, a contemporary engagement with the time of the Seleukid agora in the 

work of apocalyptic eschatology. A close reading of two chapters in the book of Daniel will 

demonstrate the co-option of these imperial objects and the relocation to heaven of the authority 

they represent. I hope that the case study will demonstrate the close dialectical relationship 

between Seleukid imperial ideology and religious innovation among the subjected populations. 
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Short CV: 

Dr. Paul Kosmin is the John L. Loeb Associate Professor of the Humanities in the Department of 

Classics at Harvard University. After taking his BA from Oxford University (Balliol College) in 

2005, he went on to complete his PhD at Harvard University, during which time he was also a 

Thomas Seymour Fellow at the American School of Classical Studies at Athens (2009/10). While 

at Harvard, he completed his dissertation entitled Seleucid Space: The Ideology and Practice of 

Territory in the Seleucid Empire. His most recent monograph, The Land of the Elephant Kings: 

Space, Territory, and Ideology in the Seleucid Empire (2014) is a significant contribution to our 

understanding of the ideological strategies of Seleukid hegemony. Soon forthcoming is The 

Maccabean Moment. Resistances to Hellenistic Empires (co-ed. with I. Moyer). 

 

 

12) Catharine Lorber (American Numismatic Society, New York):  

Honouring the King in the Ptolemaic and Seleukid Empires: a Comparative Approach 

Email: catharinelorber at hotmail.com  

 

Abstract: 

Honors offered to rulers by their subjects express loyalty. This paper will compare data for the 

Seleukid and Ptolemaic kingdoms to bring out the particular qualities of the Seleukid record. It 

will consider geographic distribution, chronological patterns, where the honors fell on a public to 

private spectrum, and the occupations and ethnicities of the subjects who offered them.  

(1) Asia Minor and the islands. The civic honors offered to the Seleukids and the Ptolemies 

are similar in kind and quantity, though honors to the Ptolemies could also be offered by theôroi 

dispatched to Alexandria for festivals of royal cult (SEG 1.366; SEG 36.1218). The frequency of 

civic honors correlates with the power of the kings: Antiochos III received the most honors of any 

Seleukid while Ptolemy II and III were the most honored of their dynasty. This pattern is consistent 

with the view that honors were part of the negotiation of civic status (Ma 1999), but we cannot 

overlook the role of these particular kings in encouraging honors for themselves by establishing 

cults for other members of their respective dynasties. Private dedications follow the same 

chronological pattern and were usually offered by elite officials, who thus modeled the devotion 

the kings hoped to receive from all their subjects.  

(2) (Koile) Syria and Phoenicia. Honors were rarely offered to the Ptolemies in this region. 

They are concentrated in Tyre and its territory (Bonnet 2015, 276–290, 383 n.44). Most were 

private dedications inspired by the victory at Raphia, offered by officials and soldiers. After the 

Seleukid conquest Antiochos III was honored by an agonistic victor in the gymnasium at Tyre 

(Rey-Coquais 2006, no. 1). A statue of King Antiochos was erected at Tyre by a priest of the king 

(Rey-Coquais 2006, no. 19), and the sanctuary of Eshmun at Sidon yielded a dedication to a 

Seleukid triad (Stucky 2005, Gr4). Other private dedications were offered to traditional gods on 
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behalf of Demetrios I, probably at Sidon (Gatier 2004, 139–144), and on behalf of Antiochos VII 

at Ptolemais on the eve of his Parthian campaign, by a military scribe (SEG 19.904). These private 

dedications to Seleukid rulers are more diverse geographically and chronologically than those 

offered to the Ptolemies, but no more numerous. Seleukid dynastic cults are attested at Scythopolis 

and Sebaste-Samaria under Demetrios I (SEG 8.33, 8.96) but it is clear that they were imposed 

from above and related to the state cult attested at Seleukeia in Pieria under Seleukos IV (OGIS 

245).  

(3) Babylonia and the Upper Satrapies. There is very little evidence for honors to the rulers 

in the east, apart from the practice of dedicating manumitted slaves to a deity for the well-being of 

the king, attested at Gurgan in Hyrcania under Antiochos I (IK EstOr 280) and at Susa in the 

second century. Kings may have shared in the sacrifices at Esagila on certain occasions (BCHP 12 

I; Del Monte 1997, AD 2, no. 204) and there is a single private dedication to Antiochos IV at 

Babylon (OGIS 253).  

The extreme contrast with Egypt suggests a cultural explanation: the centrality of pharaoh in 

Egyptian religion helped the Ptolemies to promote an enthusiastic royalism based in cult, whereas 

different religious traditions made the Levant and the east unreceptive to Seleukid efforts to 

develop royal cult.  
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Short CV:  

Catharine Lorber holds a BA in ancient Greek from UCLA. Now retired, she spent her career in 

commercial numismatics as a cataloguer of ancient Greek, Roman, and Byzantine coins. She has 
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Civic Coinage in Silver and Gold (1990); with Arthur Houghton and Oliver Hoover, Seleucid 
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(What about Apameia? Loyalty and Disloyalty in the Forgotten Sister) 

Email: McauleyA1 at cardiff.ac.uk  

 

Short French Abstract: 

La cité d’Apamée en Syrie occupe une place assez curieuse dans l’historiographie du royaume 

séleucide. Bien que la ville et ses sœurs, comme les quatre villes de la tétrapole sont appelées par 

Strabon (Strabon, Géogr. 16.1.4), soient souvent traitées comme une seule unité géographique et 

stratégique, Apamée se distingue de ses villes voisines à plusieurs égards : son nom n’apparaît pas 

sur les fameuses monnaies frappées par Antioche, Laodicée sur mer, et Séleucie, et contrairement 

à elles, elle n’est pas située dans le nord de la Syrie mais elle se trouva sur la frontière entre les 

séleucides et les Lagides dans une position de forte importance stratégique. Cette communication 

vise à examiner les découvertes archéologiques récentes ainsi que les fonts littéraires afin de mieux 

comprendre comment la politique impériale des séleucides a laissé ses traces sur la culture et la 

géographie de cette ville d’importance capitale. 

 

Long English Abstract: 

Apameia in Syria, also known as Apameia on the Axios, has a curious place in Seleukid 

historiography. The city stands apart from its ancient sisters, as Strabo says they are called (Strab. 

Geog. 16.1.4): it was not included in the famous coinage minted by Antioch, Laodikeia, and 

Seleukia, it was not located in the relatively secure territory of northern Syria, and it was certainly 

not founded out of nothing as an entirely new creation of the Empire. Instead, this city which had 

previously been known by the Persian name Pharnake, and then as Pella by Macedonian military 

settlers, and finally christened Apameia as part of Seleukos I’s geographical testament to his family 

occupied the tip of what John Grainger has called the ‘no-man’s land’ (2010, 57) separating the 

Ptolemaic and Seleukid realms. In this paper I will treat Apameia as an ideal case study for the 

local dynamics of Seleukid rule and integration, and resistance thereto. How did this unique city 

respond to the mechanics of Seleukid city foundation and imperialism? How did Apameia’s 

military prominence as a main base of Seleukid forces in the region interact with and impact the 

Greek civic structure and community which existed alongside it? What were the motivations and 

attitudes that led to the city’s revolt during various usurpations and military campaigns, namely 

under Tryphon? And how does it stand out among its sisters in the tetrapolis? 

I will address these questions through considering Apameia’s evolving strategic importance in 

the geography of the Empire, and how the Empire’s changing fortunes manifested themselves in 

the life of the city. Drawing on the extensive archaeological work produced on Apameia and its 

environs in recent years by the Centre belge de recherches archéologiques à Apamée de Syrie, I 

will consider how Seleukid imperial policies impacted the material culture and geography of the 

city, in order to gauge the local impact of wide-reaching developments. Here in this corner of the 

Seleukid realm we can perhaps be afforded unique insight into how the interaction between the 

military and society of this vast empire played out on a small stage.  
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Dr. Alex McAuley took a BA in History at McGill University (2010), his MSc in Classics from 

the University of Edinburgh, before returning to McGill as a SSHRC Bombardier Fellow and 

gaining his PhD in Ancient History (2015). After serving as Lecturer at the University of British 

Columbia (2015/16), he was appointed Lecturer (with tenure) in Hellenistic History in the School 

of History, Archaeology, and Classics at Cardiff University. He has so far edited two collections 

of Seleukid scholarship, with Lloyd Llewellyn-Jones, Sister-Queens in the High Hellenistic 

Period: Kleopatra III and Kleopatra Thea, forthcoming, 2018, and with Altay Coskun, Seleukid 

Royal Women: Creation, Representation, and Distortion of Hellenistic Queenship. Dr. McAuley 

has also contributed seven peer-reviewed articles or book chapter on Seleukid history, especially 

with respect to the genealogy of the Seleukid dynasty. 

 

 

14) Paul Monaghan (University of Nipissing, North Bay ON):  

Greek Theatre(s) and the Seleukid Empire 
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Abstract: 

In the notion of (Hellenistic) “Greekness,” or “Macedonian-Greekness” – to the extent that such a 

more or less definable notion existed as a unifying characteristic in the Hellenistic World as a 

whole – Greek language, literature (including tragedy and comedy), and athletics played an 

important role. The centrality of theatre to the notion of “Greekness” may have been 

overemphasized (Fredericksen 2002, 65–66; Potts 2011, 249), but Alexander’s political use of 

agones musikoi, including theatre, during his Eastern conquests is well-attested (Le Guen 2014), 

and the number of new Hellenistic theatres in Asia Minor (over 50) and in Greece, Macedonia and 

to the West bear witness to the ongoing importance of Greek theatre in these areas. The prevalence 

and reception of Greek theatre in Europe and the New World, from the Roman Republic to 

contemporary times, has been extensively researched. Until recently, however, the impact of the 

Greek theatre on the Hellenistic East has been given little attention. Plutarch claimed that “[w]hen 

Alexander civilised Asia, Homer became common reading, and the sons of the Persians, Susians, 

and Gedrosians learned to intone the tragedies of Sophocles and Euripides” (Plutarch, On the 

Fortune of Alexander 328). The role of theatre and theatres (in which far more than performances 

of tragedy and comedy took place) in the Seleukid Empire, then, is a fertile area for further 

research. 

Le Guen (2014) claims that for Alexander’s successors, Greek theatre “became a vehicle for 

highlighting or emphasising some of the main elements of royal ideology…” (271). But in the core 

areas of the Seleukid Empire – Babylonia, Media, Susiana, Persis, and Baktria – very few theatres 

have been discovered to date. Hellenistic theatres have been discovered at Babylon (probably built 

either during Alexander’s lifetime or soon afterwards), Daphne, Laodikeia-on-the-Sea, Seleukeia-

on-the-Tigris (founded by Seleukos between 312–307 BCE), Sardis, and Aï Khanoum (the theatre 
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was probably built around 200 BCE: Hendricksen 2000, 169). Strootman (2014) suggests that the 

common site for theatres was “on the slope of the acropolis at the divide of royal and civic space” 

(74). Plutarch (Alexander 67.8 and 72) mentions theatrical activity by Alexander at Gedrosia-

Karmania and Ecbatana during his conquests, but no remains of theatres seem to exist in these 

locations.  

Le Guen (1995) posits dramatic competitions in “Babylon, Armenia, Central Asia, and probably 

also Syria” (367). Evidence for performances in the theatre at Babylon is fairly secure (Van der 

Spek 2001; Potts 2011), and numerous figurines of performers (especially musicians, dancers) and 

terracotta masks (mainly of the leading slave of New Comedy) have been found in houses at 

Babylon, Uruk, and Seleukeia-on-Tigris (Ristvet 2014, 5–6). There may even have been some 

Hellenistic-Jewish playwrights (Kotlinska-Toma 2016, 199). A water-spout in the shape of a 

comic slave mask was found at Aï Khanoum. But ascertaining the extent to which Seleukid (and 

other Eastern Hellenistic) theatres were used for theatrical performances is difficult, since there is 

a general lack of evidence for dramatic festivals and for the existence of hoi peri ton Dionyson 

technitae (actors’ guilds) in Seleukid territories. Moreover, Hellenistic theatres are known to have 

also been used for public meetings, the reading of decrees and bestowing of civic honors, the 

display of power and wealth, and potentially for riots (Ceccarelli 2010; Fredericksen 2002; van 

der Spek 2001, 447; Le Guen 1995, 72–73). Even more elusive is the evidence for theatrical 

performances outside of theatres for private and public readings of Greek plays and their use in 

educational settings (Nervegna 2014, 387). 

Beginning with some brief comments on the engagement with Greek theatre by Philip II and 

Alexander the Great, and the prevalence of theatres in Asia Minor and the West, this presentation 

will examine the sparse evidence for Greek theatres and theatrical activity within the shifting 

boundaries of the Seleukid Empire. It will also examine the degree to which the “theatrical 

mentality” (Chaniotis 1997, 221, citing Pollitt) that seems to have pervaded many aspects of 

Hellenistic life characterized public and especially court life in the Seleukid Empire (for example, 

“political” performance in Babylon: Risvet 2014; the procession of Antiochos IV at Daphne: 

Strootman 2007, 309–313). Monarchs and tyrants may not have been “fond of drama and theatres,” 

as Fredrickson (2002, 91) suggests, but the scanty evidence for theatre and theatres in the Seleukid 

Empire suggests a degree of resistance to Greek/Macedonian rule. An explanation for this 

resistance needs to be sought not only in the Seleukid period itself, but also in the culture and 

religion of the earlier Achaimenid Empire, in, for example, the region’s apparent disdain for telling 

lies (Herodotus 1.139, supported by epigraphic evidence) and the general nature of Zoroastrianism 

and its lack of images of the gods (Herodotus 1.131) until well after this period.  
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15) Germain Payen (Rouen, France):  

Le royaume artaxiade dans l’Empire séleucide : de dominé à dominant 

(The Artaxiad Kingdom and Seleukid Empire: from Ruled to Rulers) 

Email: germain.payen at gmail.com  

 

French Abstract: 

Après la défaite séleucide infligée par les légions romaines à Magnésie (190 a.C.), l’Arménie 

obtint son indépendance et fut divisée en deux royaumes, l’Arménie Majeure artaxiade et la 

Sophène orontide. Cette prise d’indépendance fut un premier acte de résistance pour Artaxias, 

gouverneur régional nommé quelques années auparavant par Antiochos III, acte dont les 
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implications quant aux clauses du traité d’Apamée méritent un nouvel examen. Lors des décennies 

suivantes, les relations entretenues par les rois artaxiades avec le trône séleucide oscillèrent entre 

une hostilité plus ou moins ouverte et un rapport de domination à l’avantage des Séleucides. Le 

règne de Séleucos IV fut l’occasion d’un retour de l’Arménie Majeure sous le contrôle direct du 

roi séleucide, suivi par un conflit ouvert entre Artaxias, roi d’Arménie Majeure, et le successeur 

de Séleucos, tandis qu’un nouveau pouvoir autonome prenait forme dans la région, celui du 

royaume de Commagène, rendant la situation régionale plus complexe qu’elle ne l’était déjà. 

L’État artaxiade occupait une place mal établie par les sources anciennes dans la scène 

géopolitique asiatique, à la périphérie de l’empire séleucide mais partiellement intégrée à l’espace 

anatolien. Cette situation se refléta dans les sphères culturelle et idéologique aussi bien que 

politique en ce qui concerne les dynastes en question. Divers épisodes et projets politiques –tels 

que l’appel à Hannibal lors de la fondation de la capitale royale Artaxata, la conservation du 

dialecte araméen dans les inscriptions royales, la participation des rois artaxiades dans différentes 

guerres auxquelles les Séleucides ne participèrent pas, ou encore la reprise du titre de Roi des Rois 

par Tigrane à une date indéterminée– pourront apporter des lumières quant aux relations entre 

l’Arménie et le pouvoir séleucide, ainsi que sur leur évolution. Dans la seconde partie du deuxième 

siècle, à mesure que l’influence séleucide s’étiolait, le statut de l’Arménie Majeure évolua au 

contact des puissances romaine, arsacide et pontique. Après une rapide unification de l’Arménie, 

Tigrane II d’Arménie Majeure en vînt à retourner une situation séculaire en conquérant Antioche. 

Ce tournant géopolitique fut accompagné d’un décalage du centre politique proche-oriental 

d’Antioche à Tigranocerte, le temps d’un épisode court mais qui impacta fortement sur l’équilibre 

des pouvoirs autour de la Méditerranée. Il prépara la division des anciennes possessions séleucides 

entre Romains et Parthes, tandis que l’Arménie était à nouveau réduite au statut d’État périphérique 

bloqué entre deux grandes puissances. 

 

English Abstract: 

In the aftermath of the Seleukid defeat against the Roman legions at Magnesia (190 BCE), Armenia 

became an independent region, divided between two kingdoms, Artaxiad Greater Armenia and 

Orontid Sophene. In the subsequent decades, the relations between the Artaxiad kings and the 

Seleukid throne fluctuated between dormant hostility and ruler-to-ruled domination. The reign of 

Antiochos IV saw a brief return of Greater Armenia to the Seleukid control, immediately followed 

by an open conflict between Artaxias, king of Greater Armenia, and Seleukos’ successor, as well 

as by the creation of a new autonomous power in Armenia, the kingdom of Commagene, creating 

an even more complex political situation. The Artaxiad state took a rather unclear place in the 

Asian geopolitical order, in the periphery of the Seleukid Empire but partly integrated into the 

Anatolian scene. This situation was reflected in the cultural background and ideological politics of 

the kingdom, as well as in the political choices made by its dynasts. In the second half of the second 

century, as Seleukid influence declined, the status of the king of Greater Armenia evolved through 

contact with Rome, the Arsakids and Pontos. After a quick political unification of Armenia, 

Tigranes II of Greater Armenia managed to completely turn the tides by taking control of Antioch. 

This political shift saw the transfer of the Near-Eastern political centre from Antioch to 

Tigranokerta, which, although for a brief period, severely impacted the Mediterranean balance of 

powers. At the same time, it prepared the division of former Seleukid central regions between the 

Romans and the Parthians, while a united Armenia fell back to a status of peripheral state between 

two greater powers.  
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du traité d’Apamée en Asie Mineure ». Actuellement chercheur indépendant, il s’intéresse surtout 

à la géopolitique de la mer Noire et des régions caucasienne et arménienne dans les deux derniers 

siècles avant notre ère.  
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Abstract:  

Polities within the Seleukid Empire were a conglomeration of colonial ventures, reconstituted city-

states, and myriad villages controlled by adherents to the royal court, all of them shaped by 
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experiences of multicultural encounters, warfare driven by high politics of the empire, and shifting 

economic fortunes. The evidence for violent resistance to Seleukid authority spans all these groups 

and the motives for it stemmed from economic, geopolitical, and cultural concerns. The latter two 

are most evident in the Seleukids’ own rhetoric and iconography of imperial rule, while the former 

can be inferred from the circumstances surrounding Seleukid subjects’ interactions with their 

kings. This paper will consider the cases of violent resistance to the Seleukids, defined by the 

willingness of subjects to throw support behind a violent agitator or take up arms themselves. It 

will argue that most episodes of resistance, although folded into the histories of great men’s quests 

for usurpation and personal glory (e.g. Apollonitans with Molon, Antiochenes with Tryphon), were 

rooted in, and extended only so far as, local concerns. 

Inasmuch as the Alexandrian model of masculine kingship encouraged the ambitious to aim at 

independent rulership, the old Greek polis model of autonomy and self-governance also retained 

its force through the centuries of Seleukid colonial occupation. Many resistance movements had 

at their core a collective desire for local political self-determination. In the vast majority of 

documented encounters between the Seleukids and their subjects, we are told how the dynasty 

leveraged this polis desire for its own gain, acquiescence to Seleukid domination, and 

performances of loyalty in exchange for promised freedoms. Enough examples survive in the 

record, however, to show that this exchange broke down given the right combination of latent 

grievances and concatenating circumstances. For many cities and towns, we could characterize 

their euergetistic exchanges with the dynasty as agreements to defer dealing with serious problems 

to a later date. 

This paper will focus on how the politics-driving outbreaks of anti-Seleukid violence show a 

consistent concern with economics and local character, two areas of community life, which also 

lay at the heart of Greek polis civilization. The same transplanted vibrancy of city life, which 

nourished a power base for the Seleukids, also posed a serious hindrance to their ongoing 

domination.  
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Abstract: 

The famous Judaean revolt against the Seleukid king Antiochos IV Epiphanes in the 160’s BCE 

should be seen in historical context. The Ptolemies ruled Judaea until Antiochos III’s victory at 

the Battle of Panion in 200 and so Seleukid rule was a relatively recent development. As they had 

under Ptolemaic rule, the Judaeans lived in peace and with religious autonomy under Antiochos 

III (cf. the Wisdom of Ben Sira, written c. 180). Things may have begun to change during the time 

of Antiochos III’s son Seleukos IV. Recent scholarship on the roles of ministers at the Seleukid 

court has pointed to an interesting case in the assassination of Seleukos IV by a group of courtiers 

led by Heliodorus who objected to his fiscal policies concerning temples in his reign. After they 

installed the boy Antiochos, son of Seleukos IV, as king, however, their efforts were thwarted by 

the usurpation of the throne by Antiochos IV, who then made even more dramatic moves against 

Judaean worship. The actions of Antiochos IV caused a violent revolt, but that famous rebellion 

notwithstanding, the Judaeans remained subjects of the Seleukid throne for decades afterwards.  

Three texts have come down to us from the time of the revolt and the era that followed it, Daniel 

7–12, 1Maccabees, and 2Maccabees, all produced while the Seleukids still ruled over Judaea, vary 

in their attitudes to Seleukid rule. The different ideologies expressed in Dan 7–12 show how the 

monotheism of the Judaeans affected their understanding of historical reality, as they grappled 

with the meaning of centuries of foreign rule. In particular, Dan 11’s reconstruction of Hellenistic 

history is quite explicit and detailed in its negative assessment of Seleukid rule, culminating in its 

attack on the legitimacy of Antiochos IV. Dan 11 may be based on an anti-Seleukid, Ptolemaic 

historical account, following Hellenistic rules, with a Jewish theological context provided by Dan 

10 and 12. If one distinguishes between political legitimacy in Hellenistic and Jewish terms, does 
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Dan 11 try to harmonize the two streams? 1Macc is defiant in its evaluation of the Seleukid kings 

and in celebrating those heroes who fought for religious freedom. The letter that is found in 2Macc 

1, dated to 143 BCE, however, is quite surprising in its deference to the legitimacy of the crown 

in its summary of the revolt. The issue of religious autonomy is central to this discussion, and this 

issue is intertwined with Seleukid economic policies and with the question of centralization of 

power in a kingdom that was so far-flung and heterogeneous. The Judaeans in the centuries after 

the Babylonian exile were almost always loyal subjects of the various kingdoms that ruled them, 

and only an extreme provocation could have led to armed revolt. The fact that the Judaeans 

returned to loyal vassalage after the revolt demonstrates this non-confrontational ideology.  
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Abstract: 

The Alexander Historians unanimously state that Oxyartes was Baktrian. The name Oxyartes is 

seemingly derived from the Oxos River and its protecting deity. Following the Greek historians 

the name Oxyartes was borne by rulers of Baktria in pre-Achaimenid times (eg. Diod. 2.6.2). It is 

thus possible that Oxyartes was a local throne name. 
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The historical Oxyartes, who had been one of Bessos’ last adherents (Arr. An. 3.28.10), 

probably joined in the general revolt of 329 BCE, but was later reconciled with Alexander, who 

married his daughter Roxane. In 323 BCE Perdikkas gave the satrapy of Paropamisadai to 

Oxyartes (Diod. 18.3.3). We last hear of Oxyartes in 316 BCE (Diod. 19.48.9) when Antigonos 

permitted him to retain the satrapy ‘as before, for he too could not be removed without a long 

campaign and a strong army’. After that, we hear nothing further directly of him. In 304 BCE, 

after reasserting his rule over Baktria, Seleukos must have traversed the Hindu Kush, passing 

through the Paropamisadai. He had a strong army – did he remove him from the satrapy? It is the 

practically unanimous opinion of moderns, with the notable exception of Tarn (1951, 100), that 

Seleukos I ceded Paropamisadai to Chandragupta, but they cite Strabo 15.2.9, whose testimony is 

ambiguous. 

Coins, stylistically belonging to the Hellenistic period, bearing the same name Oxyartes in 

Aramaic letters (VaHšUVaR) have been found. In 1962, Bellinger listed three different coins, all 

thought to have come from the Oxos Treasure. One of the coins bears the head of Athena, below 

which appear two letters which W. Tomashek interpreted as ΠΓ standing for a date of 83 years, 

which could be 253 or 250 BCE if running from an Alexandrian era beginning in 336 or 333; 244 

or 245 BCE if running from 327 or 328 when Oxyartes became a dynast; or 229 BCE if running 

from the beginning of the Seleukid era in 312 BCE.  

It is impossible to decide which dynastic system was in use, but it is hard to avoid the conclusion 

that some descendant of the historical Oxyartes enjoyed ‘semi-independent politico-military 

status’ (Sidkey 2000, 109), at some time between 253 and 229 BCE. This would coincide with a 

statue-base dedicated to or by one Oxyartes at Delos, which Baslez dates to around 235 BCE (IG 

XI (4) 1209; Baslez 1985, 142 n. 33). 

A gold ring was also found in the Oxos Treasure engraved with an inscription in Aramaic letters, 

which has been interpreted as the name Oxyartes (Dalton 11905, no. 105, pp. 103–105, pl. 15; 
21926, no. 105, p. 28, pl. 16; 31963, no. 105, p. 28, pl. 15). Dalton dated the ring to the fifth or 

fourth centuries, and so to the historical Oxyartes or one of his ancestors. This is unlikely, but the 

form of the ring cannot be as late as the second century. It has a flat oval bezel engraved in intaglio 

with a winged human-headed bull, crowned and standing to the left. In the field above is an 

inscription in Aramaic letters, and before the animal’s breast is a sign. The sign is identical with 

the old astronomical symbol for Taurus, and was frequently used in the East about the time of 

Alexander. It also occurs in the punch marks of Persian sigloi dating from the early fourth century. 

I will suggest that the ring dates, like the coin and the statue base from Delos, to the third century 

BCE. 

This paper will draw all these pieces of disparate evidence together. Emphasis will be given to 

establishing a plausible date for the end of the rule of the Oxyartid Dynasty. Did it survive long 

enough to witness the Anabasis of Antiochos III? In light of recent work stressing the devolved 

nature of Seleukid Kingship (Chrubasik 2013), this paper will seek to determine what level of 

independence the Oxyartid Dynasty enjoyed in the Paropamisadai. At first it was evidently under 

Seleucid suzerainty, but did it resist Seleukid claims to territorial hegemony with the break-up of 

Seleukid power in Central Asia in the middle of the third century BCE? 
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Abstract:  

For many early Hellenistic rulers, coin iconography was one of the most important means for royal 

propaganda. Under constant political struggle, the coin images acquired special ideological 

importance, which should have excluded inaccurate interpretation. There are no doubts that for 

each Diadoch their first original coin type was a matter of a great ideological significance. This 

coin type not only constructed the positive image of the kingship but also was a quintessence of 

political and ideological claims of a new power.  

The present study will focus on the so-called ‘Victory’ coinage or ‘Nike crowning trophy’ coin 

type, which many scholars believe to be the first original Seleukid type. This coin bears the obverse 

type of a heroic bust wearing a horned helmet, and a reverse type displaying Nike crowning a 

trophy with a wreath. This coin type was issued by the mint of Susa for several years after the 

Indian campaign of Seleukos I was finished. Coin hoard evidence suggests that the ‘Nike crowning 

trophy type’ circulated almost exclusively in Persis. In terms of iconography, ‘Nike crowning 

trophy’ is a typical victory motif. This iconographic motif was highly popular among many 

Hellenistic and post-Hellenistic rulers. This imagery was widely spread as far west as Sicily and 

as far east as Drangiana. But this coin type was rarely reissued by later Seleukids. In fact, there is 

only one series from Drangiana, which was issued in the name of Antiochos I. In later times, only 

one mint appears to have used this motif on some occasional issues of royal bronze – Seleukeia on 

the Tigris, where a similar ‘Nike crowing trophy’ was also employed for seals. In the case of 

Seleukeia, the influence of local iconographic tradition could be assumed.  
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Despite its rarity in the Seleukid coinage, some variations of the reverse motif – ‘Nike crowning 

trophy’ or obverse motif – ‘a person wearing helmet’ were adopted by the local eastern dynasts. 

Thus, one of the known rulers, who used this motif, was the usurper Molon. There are also some 

Persian well-made imitations of the ‘Nike crowning trophy’ type with the Aramaic monograms. 

These coins are often related to early Frataraka rulers. The obverse motif was displayed on the 

coins of the Baktrian dynast Sophytes, which some scholars suppose was influenced by the 

‘Victory’ coinage of Seleukos. Such a popularity of this motif (or its attributes) among the local 

dynasts and kings thus could be interpreted either as an exploring of the Seleukid iconography to 

legitimize their power, or as a reference to already existing pre-Seleukid iconographic tradition.  
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Abstract: 

After having fought with the Romans against the Macedonians in the Second Macedonian War, 

the Aetolian League felt insufficiently rewarded in terms of territory and loot. The Aetolians now 

turned with the hopes of future compensation to Antiochos III: he had recently returned from a 

substantial Eastern campaign, retracing the footsteps of and reconquering much of the Empire of 

Alexander the Great, for which Antiochos now styled himself Antiochos the Great. Although the 

Aetolians assured Antiochos the other Greeks would welcome him into Greece with far more 

enthusiasm than the new local umpire, the semi-barbaric Romans, they either were ill-informed or 

deliberately misinformed Antiochos both about the Romans and about his popularity in order to 
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benefit from his forces in the coming diplomatic and probably military struggle with Rome. The 

Aetolians believed Antiochos’ propaganda about his glorious Eastern campaigns and that the man 

and the time had come through which they could avenge themselves upon Rome, an error several 

other powers also made with usually grim consequences, most famously Carthage. 

Believing his new allies (whom Polybius repeatedly condemns as untrustworthy and even as 

pirates), Antiochos III invaded Europe and soon declared himself the liberator of the Greeks 

(Polyb. 20.8.1), in spite of T. Quinctius Flamininus’s proclamation at the Isthmian Games in 196. 

In a few places, he was welcomed in with fanfare and adulation, namely by the Aetolians and the 

Boeotians, but more of Greece had no need of his liberation, since no state in Greece had a garrison 

or paid tribute to the Romans or suffered under a harsh treaty (Liv. 35.46.10). Thus, Antiochos’ 

dream of reuniting this additional portion of Alexander’s former empire with his own was founded 

on a series of wrong assumptions, starting with the premise that he would be welcomed into 

Greece, that the Aetolians had accurately summed up hatred of the Romans, and that both Sparta 

and Macedon would ally with him to avenge their disgraceful treatment at the hands of them. 

Furthermore, Antiochos was wholly unprepared to tangle with the Romans, who were unlike any 

opponent he had ever faced before. 

What Antiochos probably took to be a safe bet by trusting his Aetolian allies, actually turned 

out to be a complete gamble. Nor did he benefit from the assistance and genuine good advice from 

Hannibal, who was a much better commander than anyone the Aetolians could offer, because all 

of the Greeks distrusted the Carthaginian as a foreigner, while Hannibal’s very presence intensified 

Roman resolve to defeat Antiochos as the host of the enemy Hannibal. But a bigger problem 

overshadowed all, namely, that Antiochos believed in his own propaganda and invincibility, 

completely unaware that the Romans had defeated Philip V for precisely the same reasons they 

would defeat him: their military machine was better than his and the majority of Greeks whom he 

was ‘liberating’ with absolute monarchy – whose cooperation was essential – preferred the 

freedoms they had newly regained at Roman hands to a 125-year-old version of ‘freedom’ that 

Cassander, Demetrius Poliorcetes, and others had offered them that was really more autocracy than 

autonomy.  
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Abstract: 

In ancient monarchies, rebel leaders were not merely executed when caught; they typically were 

also often ‘dehumanized’ by the mutilation of their bodies and the denial of proper burial. The 

Seleukid Empire was no exception. When the rebel king Achaios was delivered into the hands of 

the imperial sovereign, Antiochos III, the Royal Council after ample discussion decided ‘that his 

extremities should be cut off, his head severed from his body and sewn up in the skin of an ass, 

and his body impaled’ (Polybios 8.21.3).  

Other examples from Hellenistic contexts include Alexander’s execution of Artaxerxes V 

Bessos in 329 BCE (Curtius 7.5.36–43) and the impalement of Molon’s corpse in 221 BCE 

(Polybios 5.54.3). Ptolemaic court poetry has given us the nasty details of Jason’s treatment of the 

corpse of Apsyrtos (Apollonius, Argonautica 4.477–479), while the best known literary example 

from the Hellenistic World remains the execution of the villain Haman in the Book of Ester (7.10). 

And of course, examples from the Achaimenid Empire, too, have amply survived in Greek sources, 

not to mention the positive depiction of cruelty against enemies on Assyrian palace reliefs and in 

Biblical texts (Zimmermann 2013; Lemos 2006). All these acts of mutilation typically are of a 

theatrical, public nature. In most cases, treason or rebellion is somehow associated with it.  

What was the purpose of inflicting such severe retribution, particularly on (alleged) traitors? 

Various interpretations of (post mortem) mutilation rituals have been suggested by Ancient 

Historians and Classicists: they have been explained as rituals to avert the vengeance of a murdered 

soul (Ceulemans 2007); as the humiliation of defeated enemies or simply as a typical imperial 

form of violence (Lincoln 2007; Zimmermann 2013); as Zoroastrian burial practice (Jacobs 1992); 

and as a literary trope, viz. as orientalist stereotyping (Rollinger 2010; Colburn 2011).  

Believing that the wide attestation of the theatrical dismemberment of significant enemies is 

based on historical fact, I argue that it was not so much a punishment inflicted upon traitors, but a 

performative act by which treason, or rebellion, was constructed as a category of social conduct. 

Ritual mutilation and the denial of burial was a means to present the elimination of internal 
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opponents as a legitimate act while at the same time denying legitimacy to the executed ‘rebel’. 

This, in turn, begs the question how the mutilated bodies were displayed or reported, and how such 

punishments were received by others.  
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Abstract: 

How to administer and keep together an empire was a question that pressed on the shoulders of 

the Seleukid rulers more than on those of the other kingdoms emerging from the wars of the 

Diadochs in the years following the death of Alexander the Great. Holding sway over a realm that 

was not only larger in size for most of its history, but also culturally, linguistically and socially 

more heterogeneous than the dominions ruled by the Antigonid or Ptolemaic rulers, the Seleukids 

were particularly burdened by the task to consolidate an empire-wide authority and to prevent 

disintegrating forces from gaining momentum. In the age from Ipsos up to the end of Demetrius 

I’s reign, they managed, with the exception of brief periods of fragmentation, to keep their empire 

unified, whether as a result of the flexibility of the administrative structures (Capdetrey 2007) or 

on account of royal strategies to ‘Seleudify’ the lands ideologically (Kosmin 2014) or because of 

some other reasons. Yet, in the subsequent eighty years, the Seleukid realm, affected by dynastic 

succession crises and rising external pressures, experienced steady decay and decline. Claims to 

hegemony were often frustrated by rivals to the throne, foreign enemies and by civic communities 

which gradually gained a greater degree of autonomy (see, e.g., Engels 2017, 409–425). This 

greater degree of independence meant that cities began to play a more decisive role in inter-

dynastic conflicts. Claims that individual candidates to the kingship laid upon territory could 

trigger a variety of responses in the cities, ranging from active support to violent opposition. This 

paper aims to provide an analysis of these responses and the reactions that they generated among 

the Seleukid royalty—fluctuating between the bestowal of benefactions and the infliction of 

penalties—by drawing upon predominantly literary sources (e.g. Diodorus Siculus, Josephus, 

Justin). The focus will be on the cities in northern Syria (the Tetrapolis) and Phoenicia in the period 

from the rise of Alexander I Balas to the final rejection of Seleukid assertions to hegemony by 

Pompey. Previous scholarship has considered civic–royal interaction, but mainly focused on 

western Asia Minor in the third and early second century BCE (e.g. Atkinson 1968; Orth 1977; 

Ma 1999). By concentrating instead on the period from about 150 to the mid–60s BCE, this paper 

aims to elucidate the patterns in the civic–royal interaction that Seleukid claims to hegemony 

elicited. It is anticipated that a more profound comprehension of these patterns can facilitate our 

understanding of the decline of the Seleukid realm.  
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Abstract:  

Ancient History GeoVisage (AHGV) is a hybridized digital map and data archive utilizing NASA 

satellite imaging developed at Nipissing University by Richard Wenghofer (Classical Studies) and 

Mark Wachowiak (Mathematics and Computer Science). The original purpose of the design was 

to integrate the ever expanding digital resource collections of primary sources (both literary and 

material culture) for the study of ancient history and culture into a single, coherent database 

organized geospatially and chronologically, thus organizing historical knowledge in the way 

events themselves actually unfolded – in space and time. The intended application of AHGV was, 

initially, purely pedagogical, however, more recently we have come to realize the potential for 

research applications of this platform as well. We thus now envision AHGV as a vehicle for 

interdisciplinary scholarship organized on the basis of time and place rather than by discipline, 

theme, topic etc. (i.e. the traditional scholarly and heuristic paradigms). With respect to Seleukid 

scholarship in particular, AHGV can work as a venue for bringing together scholars from various 

Classical Studies disciplines as well as from fields outside of Classical Studies (i.e. Geology, 

Hydrology, Soil Science, Ecology etc.) in order to study specific regions/periods in a more holistic 

fashion, thus providing scholars with a much fuller and more integrated picture of historical 

causation. Research panels thus organized can then publish their peer-reviewed findings directly 

onto AHGV alongside the collection of relevant literary sources, material culture, and other 

historically relevant data. 
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Abstract: 

To date a number of studies have appeared which examine the ways in which the Seleukid kings 

attempted to legitimize their reign over a vast and diverse array of polities (most recently see 

Kosmin 2014). While these studies have been largely successful in uncovering the mechanisms of 

Seleukid control (i.e. social, political, economic, cultural, and ideological), less attention has been 

paid to how Seleukid subjects reacted to Seleukid claims of hegemony. Indeed, with the exception 

of obvious cases of open, armed revolt (i.e. Maccabean Revolt, Timarchos, Molon, Achaios etc.), 

the prevailing assumption is that Seleukid claims to the exercise of legitimate hegemony were in 

some sense effective and that the absence of armed revolt somehow suggests acquiescence if not 

outright support. It is therefore the purpose of this paper to question such assumptions and to 

explore some of the ways, other than armed revolt, in which resistance to Seleukid hegemony 

could, and likely did, occur. The starting point for this analysis is that of realpolitik. Smaller 

entities, such as the various poleis dotting the Western fringe of the Seleukid world, existed in the 

shadow of Seleukid kings who wielded considerably more economic and military might than could 

be mustered by most poleis. It has of course been rightly argued that Seleukid rule was a negotiated 

hegemony (see Ma 1999; Ramsay 2011; Strootman 2013), and that the Seleukid kings’ preferred 

modus operandi was to exchange a variety of benefactions to a polis for tribute, defense of royal 

private and public affairs (i.e. pragmata), and public expressions of loyalty (i.e. games in honor of 

kings, royal cult etc.). My study will therefore focus on these public expressions of loyalty, most 

typically those found in the epigraphic and numismatic data, and will attempt to demonstrate the 

existence of a diplomatic subtext that often employs a highly moralized rhetoric which, it could be 

argued, was aimed at curtailing or limiting the exercise of royal power. My contention is that while 

such public declarations of fealty on the part of the weaker party (i.e. the polis) might at times have 

been genuine, the performative character of said declarations, and the skillful manipulation of the 

moral economy articulated therein, can also be viewed as acts of resistance to Seleukid hegemony 

on the part of the polis.  
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